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Guidelines using the new customer price import/export routine 

On the Inventory menu you have the option for customer Import/Export within the Pricing 
Import/Export folder.  

 

When you run this you are presented with the main screen. 

There are various toolbar buttons along the top depending on what you would like to do.  
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Exporting Existing Data Out To Excel 

To export existing data out to Excel to modify and import back in you would click the export 
to Excel button. 

 

You will then get the option of whether you want to export all of the item’s pricing or just 
one categories products.  You can also use the items matching to enter a text string to 
search on.  For example, entering the word “Seal” would find any items which have the 
word “Seal” in their item name or description.  

 

You can also select which currency to export the pricing for.  Within an item you can have 
multiple pricing for each currency (see below).  On my database I have Euro and USD 
selected as active selling currencies.  Therefore, I can export for GBP, Euro or USD and 
update the pricing for each currency separately.  

 

 

When you are happy with your selection of items to export click the OK button and you will 
then see a log screen where you can see what is happening.  It will show you the rows 
being exported.  
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Once exported you will see the excel file is opened on your PC.  

Note that the file will not be automatically saved at this point.   

You can then make changes to the file as required and save ready for importing back in. 

 

General guidelines for exporting/importing. 

 The number of decimal places allowed on the import will be the number setup for 
pricing/costing within the base currency. 

 You can only import one currency code at a time.  You must split different currency 
imports into separate import files. 

 The costs (Average, Standard, Last and Pricing Cost) are all held in base currency.  
Only the pricing fields are currency specific. 

 The Costing Method is for reference only and cannot be updated using the import 
routine. 

 All of the columns are required for the import file to validate successfully.  Columns 
which do not require updating can be marked as ignored before importing.  
 
Further Notes When Using Pricing Methods 

 When using pricing methods (mark-up on last cost etc.) the wholesale and retail 
price field values will be ignored as the system will calculate the prices based on the 
pricing method.  

 When using pricing methods involving mark-up value or percentage, all costs are 
converted into the selling currency prior to the mark-up calculation being done.   

 If using a mark-up amount, this amount should be entered in the currency of the 
pricing.  
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Importing Data Back Into Interprise from Excel File 

To import data from Excel back into Interprise click on the open file button and then select 
the Excel file.  

The system will begin loading in the file contents into the screen.  Once completed, you will 
see the file contents on the screen.   

If there are any errors you will see red crosses next to the items on the left.  Hover over the 
red crosses to see what the problem is. 

If you don’t want to update some fields on the import you can click the ignore columns 
button on the toolbar and select the field(s) as ignored.  You will see the fields will then be 
greyed out on the screen.  When you import the file, any greyed out columns will not be 
updated.  

 

To only show rows with errors you can click the show errors button on the toolbar.   

Click show all to switch back to viewing all items again.  

 

You can then resolve the issues by changing the data in the screen or you can change on 
the spreadsheet and import back in again.   
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If fixing the data inconsistencies on the screen you can then click on validate data button on 
the toolbar to re-validate the data.  The red crosses should then disappear and clicking show 
errors will not display any records.  

 

When ready to import the data click the import data button on the toolbar. 

You will then see the log detailing the rows which are being processed. 

Check for any errors which may indicate data which will not be imported.   

 

 

Providing there are no errors, the import will have completed and your data should have 
been updated accordingly.  


